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September 18, 1979
i

HIFFE TO: 1. Vollmer, Director, TMI Support

FRON: J. T. Collins, Deputy Director, THI Support

SUBJECT: ITDS REQUIRING 70 LIM UP-ACTION

,

1) I Would appreciate it if you would request D0R A/Da,$ Branch'Chsefs/t
Project Managers, and secretarys to include my name on the distribu-
tima list for all material pertaining to THI Iktits 1 and 2. Note
the memo from R. n.M to Dora Eargett dated August 24.

2) Bob Fitspatrick was scheduled to work at TMI'this week. In talking-to
A17snatonis, he is not coming up this week. If he is unavailable,
thus I would like a replacement for the rest of the week. - - - ~

3) As per our discussion last week, please make necessary arrangements
to have Stu Bland. come up to TMI and help dith the investf,gation on
the over exposures. This should be done ASAP.

4) I would like seine technical assistance money 'to contract ORNL to
,

perform an evaluation of the containment sump sample analysis.
,

5) Follow up with Stava Kilphrin the. availability of Bill Travers to
;,

( vork on the responses to the letter from the City of Lancaster,
'- Re. - EPICOR-II EIA. Also contaat/J. Miller about the availability *

of R. Each and D. Muller about the availability of F. Cardile. I
would propose that.we work all of them up here on a Friday, Saturday .
and Sunday. This way it will have the minimas impact on there present

i assignments.

6) We must do something about the mail service between TMI and Bethesda.
Note the attached meno from H. Denton to D. Donoghue. It was mailed
to me on' 9/11 and received in my office at TMI on 9/17 (6 days).
There must be a better way. t

7) The last time we met with Haeoid, he indicated that he would have
Herb Berkow/R. Brady prepara a job description to cover my position
at TMI. I have not heard or seen anything on this since that time.

-8) As soon as possible, we have to get moving on fixing up the trailer
for the winter and securing an office in Middletown.

t

J. T. Collins, Deputy Director
TMI 2 Support
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